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Immature - Stage 1 – No gonads are visible at first (left hand photo below). Next
the two gonads can be seen as thin transparent threads or straps running the length
of the gut cavity. They may be hard to find, and it is impossible to tell whether they
are male from female. Remember the rule that if you cannot find the gonads, or are
uncertain about what is the gonad, or if you cannot be certain whether what you are
looking at is make or female then the fish is immature.
Enter ‘I’ for immature and leave the sex blank.

Immature - Stage 2 – Developing virgin – Gonads start developing from the back
and extend towards the front of the gut cavity. The structure is small, generally less
than one third the length of the body cavity, colourless and it is impossible to be
certain whether the sex is male or female. The original thread structures may still be
visible extending to the front of the body cavity. Remember the rule that if you
cannot find the gonads, or are uncertain about what is the gonad, or if you cannot be
certain whether what you are looking at is make or female then the fish is immature.
Enter ‘I’ for immature and leave the sex blank.
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Adult - Stage 3 – New, Resting or Re-developing Adult – Gonads becoming larger
extending along about two thirds or more of the length of body cavity. Small veins
may start becoming visible in females. Females round cylindrical, orange, yellow,
brown, cream in some species. Contents generally appear jelly like but may feel
granular – tiny hard eggs too small to see. Males white and cream, slightly triangular
in cross section with angular lobes developing. The gonads should be easy to find
and the sex should be obvious.
Enter A for adult, and M for male or F for female.
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Adult - Stage 4 – Pre-spawning Adult – Gonads large and extending the full length of
the body cavity. Females orange or yellow, opaque tightly packed eggs visible in
gonad, and many veins clearly visible. Males white and cream, prominent lobes with
rounder corners, making it look a bit like liver in shape (but not in color). Finding
the gonads should be very simple and the difference between male and female
extremely obvious.
Enter A for adult, and M for male or F for female.

Adult - Stage 5 – Spawning Adult - Gonads very large and engorged (very full or
tight), extending full length of the body cavity and making the fish look fat. Females
mainly orange or yellow, but cream in some species, eggs visible through thin walls
of gonad, filled with fluid with a darker yolk spot in the middle, prominent veins.
Female gonad easily rupture spilling eggs. Males white and cream, prominent
rounded lobes, milky fluid (milt) may run freely when ruptured. The gonads are
normally the most obvious content of the body cavity and the difference between
male and female extremely obvious. Sometimes light pressure on the whole fish may
discharge eggs or milt.
Enter A for adult, and M for male or F for female.
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Adult - Stage 6 – Spent & Recovering– Gonads flaccid (soft) at first extend the full
length of the body cavity but may then shrink back to one third or less of body cavity.
Female gonads orange, red or brown, like an empty sack bloody on the inside with a
few old eggs. Male gonads creamy brown in color, shriveled in appearance with dark
blotches.
Enter A for adult, and it should be obvious which gender it is so enter M for male or
F for female.
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Intestinal Fat
Intestinal fat can sometimes be confused with male gonads having similar colour
and lobed shape. However, it can be distinguished by its feel and appearance. Its feel
is very greasy when rubbed between the fingers and it generally follows the track of
the intestine which attaches to the front of the fish, or is attached to the top of the
body cavity (back-bone). Whereas the gonads have one or two distinct lobes, which
if not detached by the incision connect to the anus. The gonads may feel slimy but
not greasy.

Intestinal fat upper left and spent gonad bottom right.
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